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Name:  _____________________________________ 

Field Trip 2  
Monroe Lake, Bloomington, Indiana:  Borden Group 

On this trip we will visit the Allens Creek State Recreation area on the south side of Monroe Lake, 
just southeast of Bloomington off State Road 446.   

The rocks at this site belong to the Edwardsville Formation of the Borden Group.  Their age is Middle 
Mississippian about 340-345 Ma.  The Edwardsville Formation represents topset beds from one lobe 
of the Borden river delta that was prograding from the east into the Illinois Basin during this time.   

The sites we will visit (Figure 1) are abundantly fossiliferous, especially with crinoids.  More than 80 
species of crinoid have been recovered from Allens Creek.  Former IU paleontologists Bill Ausich, 
Tom Kammer, and Gary Lane made extensive studies of the paleoecology of crinoids from the Allens 
Creek area.  They found that communities were physically tiered similar to forests, with tall crinoids 
feeding high in the water and shorter crinoids feeding near the bottom. 

 

Figure 1:  Allens Creek State Recreation Area showing IU Paleontology fossil localities.  
(modified from GoogleMaps) 
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Health and Safety 

We will be on public lands.  The path is marginally rugged in places, so be careful not to fall or twist 
an ankle.   

Stratigraphy and Quiz 

The following figure shows Indiana’s Early and Middle Mississippian stratigraphy, including the relationships of 
the rock units we will see.  

Next Wednesday we will have a quiz over the units highlighted in red. 

 

Figure 2:  Early and Middle Mississippian rock units in Indiana with North American chronostratigraphic 
subdivisions.   

(from Indiana Geological Survey) 

Route and Physiography 

We will leave Bloomington on IN 46 travelling east, turning south on IN 446 on the east side of town.  
Continue south on 446 to Monroe Lake and cross the causeway.  About 2.5 miles south of the 
causeway, turn right onto E. Allens Creek Road.  Continue another two miles to the parking area near 
the boat ramp. 

The first part of this route is on the Mitchell Plateau.  Observe the karst landscape along the first few 
miles of IN 446.  The landscape is nearly flat, but there are many sunken areas that represent 
sinkholes dissolved down into the underlying limestones of the Sanders Group.  The surface is 
carpeted with soil and vegetation so these do not usually appear as openings.   
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Assignment 

We will walk out along the ridge of the Allens Creek peninsula down to the Allens Creek 6 area.  If 
the shore of the lake is not too muddy, we will walk back along it to Allens Creek 9.  Fossils are 
easily found along the shore where changes in water level have removed the vegetation.  Note 
that much of the Borden Group is composed of mudstones and shales that become a sticky clay 
when weathered and wet.   
 
The depositional environment of the rocks exposed at the Allens Creek area was a skeletal 
carbonate bank.  As we walk along the shore note the lithology as well as the fossils.   
 
 
 
1. Locality information.  Locate the Allens Creek sites using GoogleMaps, GoogleEarth, 

IndianaMap, or other mapping service of your choice.  Report the following information: 

US Topographic Quadrangle:  _________________________________ 

 

Township, Range, Section, and Quarter section: __________________ 

 

Latitude and longitude (obtain from GPS at site if you have it)  

  Latitude____________  Longitude _______________ 

 

2. Fossils.  Report your fossil finds by listing the phylum and number of specimens per 
phylum.  If there are fossils you don’t recognize, bring them to next week’s lab. 
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Plate 1  

(from Ausich, W.I. and N.G. Lane.  1982.  Crinoids from the Edwardsville Formation (Lower 
Mississippian) of Southern Indiana.  Journal of Paleontology, 56: 1343-1361.) 
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Plate 2 

(from Ausich, W.I. and N.G. Lane.  1982.  Crinoids from the Edwardsville Formation (Lower 
Mississippian) of Southern Indiana.  Journal of Paleontology, 56: 1343-1361.)  


